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Philosophy & Goals of Exec Board

- Increase transparency and communication between the Council and general members
- Hold all members of the Panhellenic community accountable for actions that are contradictory to the Panhellenic Creed
- Build Panhellenic community between current and new members
- Facilitate crucial conversations to challenge and improve community members
### Social Event Policy
- Created to address aggressive partying
- Strict focus on number of mixers
- Reaffirmed NPC policy on unrecognized fraternities
- Poor implementation and lack of results

### Community Standards
- Created to set expectations outside events with alcohol
- Principles of our Equitable Community
- Respect of Bethlehem community
- Prohibits pressure to attend parties
- Reaffirms NPC policy on unrecognized orgs
Recruitment

The good, the bad, and the getting better!
PANHellenic Recruitment 2017

- 300 potential new members
- 232 women received bids
- 204 received first preference
- 28 received second preference
- 11 were released from the process after not receiving invitations to the next round
- 47 voluntarily withdrew from the process with at least one chapter option remaining
- 10 completed process without receiving a bid after listing one of two options as preference

To get a better idea of how Panhellenic Recruitment 2017 compares to previous years, take a look at statistics from the last four recruitment processes.

**Breakdown of Registrants**
- 2014
- 2015
- 2016
- 2017

**Breakdown of Matched Bids**
- 2014
- 2015
- 2016
- 2017

What this tells us is more PNMs are withdrawing from usual and more women would only accept a bid from one of their two options. For next year, we must increase education of PNMs on the recruitment process so that they begin with an open mind and a better understanding of the mutual selection process.
Improvements to Recruitment

- Spring ‘17: two part workshop with chapter recruitment teams
- Fall ‘17: Recruitment 101 presentation to educate recruitment teams and Rho Gammas on RFM
- Rho Gamma Launch Point Training
- Panhellenic Meet & Greet moved to academic spaces instead of chapter houses
- Planning on hosting an advisor meet & greet in the days before recruitment
- Exploring dual quota
Secondary Quota Considerations

Quota
Number of women each sorority may pledge during a primary recruitment process

2017: Quota = 27

Sophomore Stats

Dual Quota
▷ Primary vs. Secondary
▷ Conversations with VPR’s
Questions?